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OPENING OF CONGRESS WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1952
SIR JOHN PARKINSON, Chairman of the Congress, announced:
We are honoured to receive a message of welcome from HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
Her Majesty hopes that the deliberations of the Congress may indeed be fruitful.

Sir John then gave the Chairman's address.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
It falls to me to take the Chair at the opening of this the First European Congress of Cardiology,
and in the name of the British Cardiac Society of which I am President, I extend to all members
of Congress a warm welcome to Britain.
The original move towards the formation of a European Society of Cardiology came from
Professor Nylin of Stockholm who is now its President and President of this Congress. Under
the auspices of the Belgian Society of Cardiology it was founded in January, 1949, and during the
first International Congress of Cardiology so brilliantly staged in Paris by the French Society in
September, 1950, the opportunity was taken to elect the Council and complete the constitution.
It becomes the European counterpart of the successful Inter-American Society, and together these
two will form the strongest components of the International Society of Cardiology which is planning
the second International Congress to be held in Washington in 1954.
You will notice, however, that Europe and America so combined will fall far short of a world
union. Already there are Australasian, South African, and Indian Societies; and we envisage
similar representation of Ceylon, Japan, and eventually-with happier relations-of CzechoSlovakia, Poland, and of Russia and China. There should be a world-wide organization working
in harmony for the progress of cardiology, this large section of medicine that deals with the prevention and treatment of diseases of the heart and blood-vessels perhaps the most widespread of
all the ills of mankind, and certainly the leading cause of death.
Medical science is not really divided by specialism; it multiplies by division and so retains
both its tradition and its vigour. This assembly is composed of physicians who come from twenty
European countries and whose main purpose is the advancement of cardiology in its widest sense.
We note with satisfaction and pride how many famous physicians distinguished for their research
and teaching in cardiovascular disease are assembled here from the continent of Europe. There is
time to name but a few. From France we have, with our Honorary President Laubry, Lian, Soulie,
Lenegre, Froment, Heim de Balsac, and we remember with admiration Clerc, Gallavardin, and

Giraud.
From Belgium come Rylant, Van Dooren, and Lequime, and from Holland, Formijne and
Snellen. We deeply regret the loss of the late Professor Rasmussen of Norway. From Sweden
with our President Nylin come Biorck and Werko. Denmark sends Warburg.
From Italy we are glad to have Condorelli, Agostoni, and Puddu. From Spain come CodinaAltes and Trias de Bes, and from Portugal, Porto, Cabral, and Coelho. Switzerland is well
represented by Mahaim, Duchosal, and Holzmann.
From Germany we have an important deputation including Wollheim and Matthes, and we
earnestly desire to renew contact with these fellow workers and others from Austria. From further
afield we receive among the representatives of Greece, Vatsineas, of Yugo-Slavia, several delegates,
of Turkey, Garan, of Israel, Munz, and of Egypt, Mohamed Ibrahim.
B
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We are highly gratified to have as delegates from the United States the President of the American
Heart Association, Irving Wright, and its Secretary, William Bunn. Robert Levy and de la
Chapelle are here from New York, and Feil comes from Cleveland. We rejoice, especially our
surgical members, in the presence of such eminent cardiac surgeons as Crafoord and Santy.
I ask you personally to convey to the ladies accompanying members our friendly salutations
and our delight in having them in London with us.
Members of the British Cardiac Society are eager to form and strengthen friendships with
colleagues from the continent as far as language permits. We are fellow-Europeans meeting to
promote defence-against disease. None should be content to lose his identity in this gathering,
but should treat every fellow member as a friend. To this end, I beg each member of Congress
to display clearly his name badge at all sessions and social functions, including dinners. I feel
sure that our President, Nylin, would like to see all us corpuscles " labelled," globules marques.
A further request is made to all speakers at the scientific sessions to be brief so that they do not
take the time allotted to subsequent speakers; and to speak clearly and loudly remembering that
they address a European audience.
There was a time, in my memory, when heart disease was regarded with unreasonable fear by
the public; they had false notions about its immediate mortality and felt that it was hopeless.
The profession itself was unsure in diagnosis and dispirited about treatment. Now, as a result of
modern research over these later years, the attitude has changed; indeed we are nearing the time
when two physicians from different lands, consulted by a patient, will reach the same diagnosis,
give the same prognosis, and prescribe the same sound treatment.
My main function today as Chairman is to welcome on behalf of British cardiologists every
single member from abroad. We discard the word foreigner and greet you as friends and colleagues having the same interest and noble purpose, the advancement of our great branch of
nedicine.
Thanks to rapid progress in our art and science, new hope has arisen. Some heart disease can
be prevented, a portion can be alleviated or even cured by surgery, and most will respond considerably to medical treatment. We are encouraged by the unceasing advances of recent years
and we meet together in good hope, convinced that scientific progress, with good fellowship combined, will ensure the success of this Congress.
Sir John Parkinson. The time has come for me not to introduce but to present to you in all
honour the illustrious master of European cardiology and President of the International Society of
Cardiology, our well-beloved CHARLES LAUBRY, and to invite him to address us.

Professor Charles Laubry. Mes amis Parkinson et Nylin m'ont exprime leur desir de me voir
prendre la parole dans cette seance inaugurale. J'en ai ete surpris et flatte.
J'ai ete surpris, parce que, en tant que President d'honneur de notre Societe, je me croyas nanti
du privilege de l'honorariat ou pour mieux dire de l'emeritat, titre qu'on decernait autrefois a
Rome aux veterans et qui leur conferait le droit, du haut de leur passe, de contempler sans s'y
meler les vaines agitations terrestres.
Au fond, je suis flatte et meme heureux. Tout d'abord, j'ai le plaisir de saluer le grand Medecin
qu'est Sir John Parkinson, de lui dire, qu'a l'abri de son nom, de son autorite, de son amenite qui
lui ont valu une admiration respectueuse et unanime, nos seances ne peuvent se derouler qu'avec
succes et profit. Puis, je saisis avec joie l'occasion de feliciter mon collegue et ami Nylin, l'actif
President de la Societe inter-europeenne de Cardiologie, ce solide groupement que nous avons
tenu tous deux, Nylin et moi, sur les fonds baptismaux et qui donne aujourd'hui la mesure de son
epanouissement.
Je constate egalement, avec satisfaction, qu'un de mes voeux, exprime au Congres mondial de
Paris en 1950, s'est realise et que la Cardiologie allemande, par le nombre de ses fideles, par la
notoriete d'un de ses representants qui preside a sa Societe nationale, mon collegue au Comite
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international de Cardiologie, le Pr. Wollheim, a pris parmi nous le rang qu'elle merite. A ces
souhaits de bienvenue adresses a nos nouveaux adherents, je me permettrai de joindre une confidence. Je suis de ceux qui situent la science et en particulier, cette science appliquees qu'est la
medecine, en dehors de toute ideologie humaine. Je pense que nos Assemblees doivent etre le
reflet de cette communion des esprits qui plane au dessus des intolerances des partis. Voila pourquoi j'ai toujours desire, pourquoi je voudrais, que l'exemple donne par l'Allemagne fut suivi;
que d'autres ralliements se fassent et qu'ainsi, a l'instar de leur grande soeur ainee americaine, on
puisse dorenavant parler d'une Societe paneuropeenne de Cardiologie.
En evoquant la Societe panamericaine, dont je maintiens le titre de soeur ainee, vous ne comprendiez pas que j'omette de rappeler qu'elle fut notre initiatrice; que, pour cette raison et pour
bien d'autres, elle a droit a notre gratitude; qu'enfin, en ce moment meme, elle termine a peine
ses assises regulieres et qu'elle peut encore recevoir notre cordial salut.
Ainsi dorenavant, chacun des deux grands continents, par l'organe de ses Assemblees plenieres,
a le droit et la mission de reflechir et de discuter separement sur la Cardiologie. Nul doute que
les representants de notre vieux continent, qui traine avec lui un long passe de traditions dont il
a la garde, ne sauraient me tenir rigueur de leur en signaler quelques unes.
N'est-il pas utile, par exemple; de souligner une fois de plus que les specialisations qui sont la
marque de notre epoque, et parmi elle la cardiologie qui est notre raison d'etre, ont besoin d'une
surveillance et d'une revision periodiques? A force d'etre l'objet d'une curiosite de plus en plus
concentree et satisfaite, la cardiologie semble perdre de vue la medecine generale et amenuiser,
sinon trancher, le cordon ombilical qui la rattache 'a celle-ci et qui lui assure vie et grandeur.
Et des lors, cette medecine elle meme, cette mere nourriciere, il ne faudrait pas qu'elle fuit
troublee dans sa force et dans son allure par les enfants qu'elle allaite. 11 ne faudrait pas qu'elle
fut, comme eux, entierement infidele 'a quelques traditions imperatives. Je me suis deja prononce
a cet egard etj'etais bien decide 'a garder le silence, afin de ne pas reediter l'image du vieux " reveux"
qu'a si bien tracee notre Rabelais; Mais une voix qui m'est chere, une voix plus eloquente et plus
jeune que la mienne, celle du Pr. Mara-non, a jete, de son cote, un cri d'alarme. Je manquerais a
mes devoirs sije ne lui faisais pas echo et si, parmi les tributs qu'il a denonces et qui tendent a peser
de plus en plus sur la medecine, je n'en choisirais pas deux pour les denoncer avec lui et qui semblent
interesser la cardiologie. Ce sont:
D'une part, le dogmatisme technique aussi dangereux, pour la saine pratique de notre art que
le dogmatisme pseudo-philosophique d'autrefois; d'autre part, le culte passionne' et souvent
exclusif des methodes scientifiques, que l'on qualifier, 'a bon droit de " scientificisme." Certes, il
est utile pour la precision des donnees, mais il est perilleux pour l'esprit de reflexion et d'observation
prudent qui est celui de la medecine. I1 imprime, en effet, a nos esprits, une tendance facheuse a
des affirmations intransigeantes. I1 supprime une certaine politesse intellectuelle qui doit mettre
une sourdine a nos jugements. I1 installe une foi intolerante qui chasse le doute.
Or, a nous autres medecins, que remuent les phenomenes mouvants et complexes de la vie, de
la vie normale et pathologique, le doute est utile; il est necessaire. Je n'entends pas, par la, me
faire le champion d'un scepticisme aussi dangereux et sterilisant que les affirmations categoriques.
Je parle du doute salutaire. I1 laisse toujours une porte ouverte a l'intervention des forces inconnues
qui se meuvent sous le couvert des apparences et ce doute ne detruit pas la confiance hippocratique
dans la sagesse de la nature.
Rassurez vous, MM., ce doute dont je fais l'eloge parce qu'il participe intimement de ma nature
professionnelle, ne m'empechera pas d'ecouter avec attention vos savantes communications et de
leur prodiguer les eloges merites.
Sir John Parkinson. I will now call upon the President of the European Society of Cardiology,
and our President at this its first Congress. By his leadership in research and teaching, and by his
nobility of character, he has won our admiration and attained world-wide fame. He will address
the assembly and then open the Congress: PROFESSOR NYLIN.
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Professor Nylin. Chairman Sir John Parkinson, Honorary President, Monsieur Laubry,
Organizing Committee of the Congress, Members of the European Cardiological Society-We
Europeans, who are met here to-day to discuss the common interests of our profession, are doubly
grateful to Britain. The contribution of British cardiologists obliges us to honour not only the
fame of their forebears but the achievements of the present generation. I shall not give, and
could not have given you, an exhaustive exposition of the history of the subject. I shall only touch
on some significant contributions made by British scientists and physicians.
All research is in some way governed by the age. We may say that, on the whole, cardiology
has followed the same course in the various European countries. Unhappily, we must admit that
many discoverers have suffered the usual fate of pioneers in being ignored by their contemporaries.
Sir James Mackenzie has well said that there are three stages in the history of every medical discovery: " When it is first announced, people say, ' It is not true.' Then, a little later, when its truth
has been borne in on them, so that it can no longer be denied, they say, ' It is not important.'
After that, if its importance becomes sufficiently obvious, they say, 'Anyhow, it is not new.'"
Now let us contemplate the historical picture.
It was through the discoveries of the Belgian anatomist Vesalius that exact medical science was
founded. It was the Englishmen Francis Bacon and Thomas Sydenham who blazed the trail for
a critical analysis of the functions of the organs, as well as for pathological anatomy and the classification of diseases. Servetus, Columbus, and Cesalpino made tentative efforts to trace the circulation of the blood, but this field of research was first illumined by Harvey's classic and splendid
contribution. We have just enjoyed the privilege of listening to an exposition from our " grand
old man" and great authority on Harvey, Professor Charles Laubry. I mention Harvey's name
with that deep veneration which he inspires in all of us.
A hundred years after the appearance of Harvey's immortal work, De Motu Cordis, Stephen
Hales published his Statical Essays: containing Haemastaticks. Truly a remarkable work from
the pen of this highly gifted cleric and universal student. In spite of their shortcomings, his experiments with animals constitute an introduction to the physiology of circulation. Not only did he
measure the pressure in the femoral artery of a mare, but he also attempted to determine the
diastolic filling of the heart, as well as the speed of the circulation. I have searched Stephen Hales's
original works in vain for any reference to his great forerunner, Harvey; he does, however, quote
Leeuwenhoek; and he discusses the function of the red corpuscles.
British contributions to physiology have been of great importance to the various branches of
modern medicine, especially with regard to the circulation of the blood. It was the physiologist,
Starling, who, in his Linacre Lecture on the Law of the Heart in 1918, nearly 200 years after Stephen
Hales, presented the first detailed study of the diastolic filling of the heart, and its relation to the
heart's stroke volume. This relation has, since Starling, always been the subject of keen study;
it is deemed to be of fundamental importance to the understanding of the heart's action, from the
point .of view of both physiology and clinical medicine. In recent times, modern radiological
and physiological methods of ascertaining the heart's volume and its minute and stroke volume,
in the case of the living man, confirm some of Starling's conclusions from experiments on
animals. It was in this field that McMichael and his school made their especial contribution
towards elucidating the effect of digitalis in heart failure.
About 1770, the element of oxygen was discovered at about the same time in England and
Sweden, and was given the sensational name of "life-gas." Priestley, its English discoverer
collaborated with Thomas Beddows, and with none other than James Watt.
In 1923, the English physiologist, A. V. Hill, received the Nobel prize for physiology and
medicine on the strength of his pioneer work in investigating muscular heat. In this connection,
he made a close study of oxygen consumption, which was of great significance to cardiology.
J. S. Haldane and Sir Joseph Barcroft, too, have indirectly enriched our cardiological knowledge
by comprehensive researches into haemoglobin, the oxygenation of the blood, and the body's
" call for oxygen," as Barcroft describes it.
.
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In his work on the action-currents of the heart, published in 1887, the English physiologist
Waller made a notable contribution to cardiology. Certainly, it was the Dutch Nobel prizewinner Einthoven who made it possible to apply electrocardiography to clinical medicine by his
string galvanometer. But this nowise detracts from Waller's great achievement. Einthoven was
the first to acknowledge his great debt to the Englishman, Sir Thomas Lewis, when he said, in his
speech on receiving the Nobel prize: " I doubt whether, without his precious contribution, I
should have the privilege of standing in your presence here to-day."
Many discoveries in different fields of fundamental research have been applied to new and
important questions. One example of these is the Nobel prize-winner, Sir Henry Dale's discovery
of the transmission of nerve impulses by acetyl-choline. The atomic era was ushered in by
one of the greatest physicists of all time, Lord Rutherford, in his Radio-activity, published in 1904.
His pupil, the Nobel prize-winner George de Hevesy, introduced the radio-active labelling technique.
It was in Sweden, in 1942, that p32 was used for the first time for labelling red blood corpuscles in
man. It has turned out to have great possibilities of development. It has even been possible, in
some measure, to apply it therapeutically, in the use of radio-active iodine, for example. It is
probable that, especially in the field of the circulation of the blood, we stand on the threshold of a
new age of discovery.
In the eighteenth century, the botanist was still often a physician, and the physician a botanist.
In the latter part of the century, William Withering appeared. Every physician of our generation,
all over the world, prescribes digitalis almost daily, and it is remarkable that, broadly speaking,
we still use the same preparation, follow the same indications, and give the same dose of digitalis.
Withering was an uncommonly skilful botanist; he was in touch with pupils of Linnxus, and published the first book on the British flora. It was, therefore, no accident that Withering surmised
that, in the wise women of Shropshire's decoction of a score of herbs, digitalis was the most efficacious ingredient. In his classical work, published in 1785, An Account of the Foxglove and some
of its Medical Uses, with Practical Remarks on Dropsy, he tells us that the recipe had long been kept
a secret " by an old woman in Shropshire, who had sometimes effected cures after regular practitioners had failed." It is curious that the portrait of Withering which is often reproduced was
painted by the Swedish artist, Fredrik von Breda, a pupil of Sir Joshua Reynolds.
To be, like Withering, both a physician and a scientist is vouchsafed to few. To be a physician
only is indeed a great and difficult art. A good doctor must be a good psychologist, a man of
swift observation, critical skill, and active sympathy. Englishmen have always been known as
skilled and kindly doctors, and it is characteristic that a recent book on Sir James Mackenzie bears
the title, The Beloved Physician.
A prominent contemporary of Withering was the London physician, William Heberden. He
was a leading member of the Royal College of Physicians of London, of whose transactions he may
be called the founder. He was the first to present, about 1768, a clinical picture of angina pectoris.
After his death, his son published his father's collected works, under the title of Commentaries on
the History and Cure of Diseases.
The English school had the honour of contributing to our medicine chest for the treatment of
angina pectoris two highly important remedies. In 1867, when he was only 23 years old, Lauder
Brunton described his remarkable experiments with amyl nitrite. William Murrell, a contemporary
of his, possessed of both pharmacological and physiological training, introduced a remedy unsurpassed even in our own day, nitro-glycerine.
In Britain, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the development of cardiology is characterized by clinical experience, deep knowledge of symptoms, and especially physical findings.
The Irish school is represented by Cheyne, Adams, Graves, Corrigan, and Stokes, who have all
given their names to different pathological circulatory conditions. The prominent English clinicians,
Parry, Latham, Hope, Peacock, Gibson, and Gaskell, are protagonists of this era in cardiology.
In 1907, Sir Arthur Keith and Martin Flack published their classical discoveries concerning the
sino-auricular node.
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At the end of the nineteenth century, a giant in English cardiology arose. This was Sir James
Mackenzie. He was a forceful personality, whose keen intellect was balanced by a strong sense
of responsibility and close sympathy with his patients. Besides this, Mackenzie took a passionate
interest in scientific work. Perhaps his most precious contribution to it was the ink polygraph, by
means of which, among other things, he did much to elucidate the arrhythmias of the heart.
Mackenzie's career was amazing and was surrounded by a halo of romance. He was deeply
interested in his pupil, Sir Thomas Lewis's investigations with the aid of electrocardiography which
both confirmed and further illumined what Sir James had himself observed through his ink polygraph. Though he well understood the importance of modem technique in diagnosis he did not
fail to emphasize the value of accurate observation at the sick-bed. The following story is told of
a foreign colleague, who wanted to meet " The Great Mackenzie." The visitor talked enthusiastically about electrocardiography, and descanted profusely on the Q wave. At last, after Mackenzie
had been silent throughout, the foreigner said: "What line of research would you advise me to
take up when I go home? " Mackenzie replied: "I should advise you to go into general practice
and stay in it for ten years."
Sir James surrounded himself with a group of men prominent in medicine, such as Sir Arthur
Keith, Sir William Osler, and Lord Dawson of Penn. Sir Thomas Lewis did much to further the
development of cardiology through his physiological, patho-physiological and clinical observations.
Sir John Parkinson's achievements also, which were of extraordinary importance to clinical
cardiology, are clearly avouched by Wilson's words: " Mackenzie glowed with pride in the great
reputation of his disciple and friend, Sir Thomas Lewis, and the same affection went out to Dr. John
Parkinson, his assistant and successor at the London Hospital. They were like father and son, and
what John was doing, was always of eager interest to his chief." After Sir James's death, Sir John
Parkinson collaborated with Bedford, and it is to them we owe some of the pioneering achievements
in coronary diagnosis.
British cardiologists of to-day have paid glowing tribute to the labours of their illustrious forerunners and have supplemented them. Such men as Sir John Parkinson, Bramwell, Bedford,
McMichael, Campbell, Wood, Evans, Grant, Shirley Smith, and Gilchrist have enriched modem
cardiology with notable contributions, recognized throughout the world.
The European Cardiological Society tenders its heartiest greetings to the British Cardiac Society
on the opening of the first European Cardiological Congress. We are especially grateful to our
generous hosts for inviting us to assemble here, and for taking on themselves the heavy burden of
organizing this congress. We are all convinced that, through this congress, we shall contribute
substantially to the progress of cardiology. As a proof of our high appreciation of British
cardiology, with its proud and honourable traditions, and in homage to its venerable representative, I ask you, in the name of the European Cardiological Society, to appoint Sir John
Parkinson Honorary President.
I now declare the Congress open.

-The Scientific Programme of the Congress was printed in the British Heart Journal (1952) 14,
547, and reported in the Lancet (1952) 2, 575, and in the British Medical Journal (1952) 2, 657.
At the concluding banquet on Friday, September 12, Sir John Parkinson spoke as follows:
Ladies and Gentlemen,
So far as I can judge, this Congress has been justified both by the scientific advances recorded
at our meetings, and by the friendly spirit which has developed among all members of the twenty
countries of Europe here represented.
To-night is an opportunity to voice the thanks we owe to those who have helped in the organization of this Congress. The University of London not only placed their central halls at our disposal
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but the authorities have acted throughout with courtesy and kindness. The Royal College of
Physicians has shown great hospitality, and so has the British Council and the Ciba Foundation.
As Chairman of the Congress Committee, Evan Bedford has taken upon himself the largest
share in planning the Congress and has proved himself a great organizer and a staunch upholder
of the interests and rights of European Cardiology. We offer him our cordial thanks.
We are thankful to each member of the congress committee, Crighton Bramwell and Paul
Wood, and especially to Maurice Campbell, Editor of the British Heart Journal, who has worked
long and late on the scientific communications, and whose experience and judgment have been
invaluable. Oram has been most helpful in many ways. To Jenner Hoskin, and also to Mrs.
Jenner Hoskin, we owe much for all the trouble they have taken to plan and carry out the social
arrangements. Many other helpers are unnamed, but we are grateful to them.
Shirley Smith has shown himself to be the ideal Secretary, imperturbable and tireless; he has
been notably successful in his heavy and endless duties to which he has devoted a great part of his
time for many months; we applaud him!
To-night we of the European Society of Cardiology are honoured by the presence of a few
invited guests, and they are most welcome. Foremost among them by virtue of his national
office and by the esteem he has gained from the profession in Britain, is the Minister of Health,
the Right Honourable lain Macleod. With him is the Chief Medical Officer, Sir John Charles, in
whom the profession has such complete confidence. The University of London is well represented
by Dr. Logan, the Principal, who embodies the spirit of university life applied to life in London.
Sir Russell Brain as its President has always expressed admirably the youthful vigour and importance
in our national life of the venerable Royal College of Physicians. We are pleased to have with us
two distinguished editors-Dr. Fox of the Lancet, and Dr. Clegg of the British Medical Journal.
Those are the selected guests of the European Society. As this is the dinner of the Society
itself I will only say how proud we are to have here among its members such famous masters in
European Cardiology as Laubry, Nylin, Lian, Warburg, and Condorelli and as visiting members
such distinguished American cardiologists as Irving Wright and Robert Levy.
I would now renew the welcome extended by the British Cardiac Society to the continental
members of the European Society. After all, its future depends mainly upon the loyalty of each
member to his own national society.
We have been highly gratified by the way you have mixed so naturally and cheerfully with us.
It has been good to be with you, and we shall never forget your visit. In future when you come
to England you should feel that you have friends here; that is what we should like to be a happy
sequel of this great gathering.
You seem to have pardoned our shortcomings; we could not hope to compete with the brilliance
of the international gathering in Paris in 1950, or with that which awaits us in Washington in
September, 1954, when we Europeans look forward to joining our American colleagues in the next
assembly of the cardiologists of the world.
Finally, let us hope that the advances recorded at such a congress as this will be continued and
solidified so that we may offer our fellow men and women, and children, larger protection from the
causes of heart disease, greater relief, and better prospect of cure.
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